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Electromagnetic oscillations are investigated for a resonant medium consisting of identical
two-level molecules; pumping and relaxation losses are not taken into account. The spectral
composition of the radiation is determined as well as the width of the spectral line in the
extreme cases of small and large overpopulation of the levels.
IN a previous paper [t], we obtained the oscilladensity, demonstrate this fact. For the given
tion of the density of photons in a resonant medium problem, the ordinary balance equations must be
consisting of two-level molecules, as well as the
transformed somewhat and supplemented by new
distribution of photons in the variable Wk = Ik Ic,
terms which take into account the resonance char(here k is the wave vector). However, when the
acter of the radiation of the system of molecules.
radiation emerges from the resonant medium the
We shall write the Hamiltonian H of the set of
conserved quantity is not Wk but the energy of the
identical two-level molecules and the radiation
photons or the frequency w of oscillation of the
field in the volume V in the form
electric (magnetic) field intensity vector. Therefore, it is of interest to obtain the spectral decomposition of the radiation in the variable w. A
k
sk
model problem is considered below on the radiawhere
(1)
tion of identical two-level molecules (without renh = ~ C~ki.Cskl.,
laxation losses and pumping losses) under the
s1..
conditions that at the initial instant there are no
(2)
photons and the distribution of molecules over the
levels is fixed. The method proposed can be shown
j~.(k) = "f2/V
to be useful for the investigation of the general
case with relaxation and pumping losses. Inasmuch
x~ (k~kp/k 2 - 6,.p) (a+iMfii a_.1Mpo.1)CIJ,(kx;), (3)
as only general laws of quantum electrodynamics
j
are used in the solution of the given problem, the
<D, (kx;) = {r.os kx1 for s = 1 .
(4)
results obtained are also important from the viewsin kx; for s = 2 '
point of principle, since they enable us to estimate
to what extent the application of other methods,
0 1_
(5)
a.i
+- 0 0 '
for example, balance equations, is justified.
0-1
The deviation of the results found from the
The first and second components in Hare the
solution of ordinary balance equations [2] is esoperators of the energy corresponding to the isosentially brought about by the fact that the latter
lated molecules ( j = 1, 2, ... , N) and the free
describe the radiation of an individual molecule
radiation field, while the last component is the op(or system of independent molecules) in an exerator of their interaction energy; nw0 is the difternal electromagnetic field. In addition, in the
ference in energy of the upper and lower levels of
present problem it is necessary to take into acthe isolated molecule. Furthermore, CskA. and
count that a large number of resonant molecules
c;kA. are the operators corresponding to absorpcan be found in a volume of the order of the cube
tion and creation of the k-th photon with polarizaof the radiated wavelength; these molecules radiate
tion 1~ and the coordinate dependence of the veccollectively. Both the law of radiation of resonant
tor potential (4), while
molecules obtained below and the spectral line
+
·+
C,kA Ca'k'A'- C,'Jt'A' C,kA = 6,,, Okk' 6u•,
widths which have been obtained, and which have
been shown to be proportional to the molecular
s = 1, 2,
A = 1, 2;
ro,.z = kZcl.
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Finally , x·J is the coordinate . of the center .of mass
of the j-the particle while Mh ·is the matnx element of transition of the j-th molecule from the
lower level to the upper with simultaneous absorption of the k-th photon:

Ma.J = - irooda.J

+ _c2__ ea.llv ( !lvJ _!__
axpj.

1111 1

_!_)

2

vv

~ (A1 (k) cos k:x + A2 (k) sin kx),

=

4ncL (k),

(7)

2

j~ (k) + ro 0 2 j 8 (k) = - 4 ro: 2 N_A. (k),
:rtC•o
rooC

in (3) at the right. The quantities 1.1.h and Qh{3
are preserved in Mh, since the long lifetime of
the excited isolated molecule gives evidence on the
forbiddenness of dipole radiation in many practically important cases. Moreover, the mean
quantum mechanical value of the magnetic dipole
moment of an isolated molecule found in one of the
states considered is assumed to be equal to zero.
Repetition of the vector indices is everywhere
taken to mean summation from 1 to 3.
In the quantization of the free radiation field,
the operator of the vector potential A ( x ) is expanded in harmonic functions (4), which are the
eigenfunctions of a resonator with volume V and
the shape of a parallelepiped:

~f

+ wh2As (k)

N_=h 2 ~A.(k}j.(k),

where dj ,j and Qj {3 are the matrix elements
a' ""a
a
of the dipole, magnetic dipole, and quadrupole moments of the j-th isolated molecule, respectively;
ea{3y is a completely antisymmetric unit pseudotensor of third rank, [3] while the derivatives
a/Bxaj act on the functions <l>s ( k · Xj), app~aring

=

A. (k)

axvj

iroo
a
---Qa.pJ __
6
axpj

A (x)

and of the polarization current (3), and also the
operator N _ of the overpopulation of the levels:

(6)

k

where A1 ( k) and A2 ( k) are given in (2) and
div A(x) = 0. Summation over k is carried out
everywhere over the half-space kz ~ 0. In a number of cases, the volume of the resonator differs
from the parallelepiped, and the expansion of the
free electromagnetic field must be carried out
over the eigenfunctions of the resonator of given
shape. However, replacement of the harmonic
functions (4) by other eigenfunctions does not
change any of the subsequent conclusions, inasmuch as the final results contain only those
parameters which are not associated with the
choice of the specific eigenfunctions.
For the determination of the width of the spectral lines of the radiation of resonant molecules,
it is necessary to investigate the equation for the
vector potential. Using the rule of differentiation
of operators in quantum mechanics, we easily obtain a closed set of equations for the Fourier components of the operators of the vector potential (2)

(8)
(9)

sk

which are valid for operators in both the Schrodinger and the Heisenberg representations.
In writing down (8), it was a:;;su~ed that the
orientation of the dipole axis dJ, p) and the tensor
of the quadrupole moment Qh{3 . of the individual
molecules is random. Therefore, the quantity
MhM~, averaged over all possible orientations of
the axes of the dipoles and of the tensor of the
quadrupole moment was taken out from under the
summation sign in j:
2 ~(Mai<Ds (kxj)) (il1(l*i<Ds (kxJ)) aziA(ls (k)
= MaiMil*iN_Afls(k),

M aj M(l*j A(ls (k)

=

(10)

3
4/icroo W A as (k),

W=Wd+W~'-+WQ,

(11)

where Wd, WW and WQ are ~espectively t~e
probabilities of spontaneous d1pole, magnetic
dipole, and quadrupole radiation of a photon per
unit tinie for an individual isolated molecule.
The rapidly oscillating functions sin 2k · Xj and
cos 2k · x· under the summation over j in (10) are
replaced by the mean value 1/ 2 , since a large number of molecules are distributed randomly in the
volume v. Her~ the derivative operators o/o Xaj
entering into MJ on the right hand side of Eq. (10)
are replaced by the corresponding components of
the vector k. In (11), the components of order
( w0 - Wk )/ w0 are omitted as lying beyond the
limits of accuracy of calculation. Moreover, the
terms associated with radiative decay of the excited state of the individual isolated molecule are
neglected in Eq. (8). These terms contribute a
trivially small amount to the problem considered
below if WT « 1 (see, for example,[4] ), where
1 I .-2

=

IN-0 1 I To2,

1 I To 2 = 2:n:c 3W

I Wo2V.

As is well known,C1 •4J the overpopulation N_ (t)
and the number of photons nk ( t) change little
during a time of the order of w 01 , if (w 0 T)- 1 « 1.
Then the solution of (7)-(9) for the Heisenberg
operators can be conveniently sought in the form
(12)
(13)
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where Xsk ( t) and Ysk ( t ), as well as N_( t) and
nk ( t ), are slowly varying functions of t. Omitting
the rapidly oscillating terms with the factor
exp (±2iw 0t), which is equivalent to averaging
Eqs. (7)-(9) over an interval of time ~t out of the
interval w01 « ~t « T, we obtain
2iwoXsk =

(wh2 -

Wo2)Xsk-

4ncYsk,

(14)

where the notation

is used.
The equations (22) and (23) are written down for
the Heisenberg operators. However, we are interested in the mean quantum mechanical value of the
number of photons with given w~:
(n,.)

(16)
where components which are smaller than the remaining terms by a factor of ( w0 r)- 1 are also
discarded in Eq. (16). If we keep the discarded
components, then we obtain a correction of the
order of ( w0 r)- 1 to the function nk, and in the
calculation of the frequency of vibration of the
vector potential, we obtain a correction of the
order ( w0 r)- 2 •
Combining (14) with (16), and then (15) with (16),
and finally, using (14) and (15), we find the integrals of motion:
~ X~X.~~.
8nTo2 ~ Yik, Y,k

+ 4nc /tro (N_- 1 = 0,
2

1)

0

+ 1troo (N3

2-

2N_- lz) = 0,

(17)
(18)

•k

+(w 02 -

ro11.2 ) (X.~r.+X,,.- 4nc 21troo1,.)

= 0.

Here I1 , I2 , and Ik are constants determined from
the initial conditions.
According to the definition of the operator
Xsk (12), we have

== n,.(t).

Therefore, we take the quantum-mechanical mean
of the operator equations (22) and (23), using the
approximation
(24)
Equation (24) becomes worse for small n, but
the quadratic terms in n are as a rule not important in this region. For large n, Eq. (24) is
satisfied with great accuracy.
We shall consider below the more interesting
case in which there are no quanta at the initial
time t 0 = 0, while the number of molecules in the
upper and lower levels are equal to N2 ( 0) = Ng
and N1 ( 0) = Nt respectively ( Ng - N~ = N~). If
at the initial instant the subsystems (molecules
and radiation field) have not interacted and were
described by the eigen wave functions, then
/1

(19)

= N_

0,

I~

(25)

= 0,

We shall study first the linear region in n:
n « IN~ I and IN~ I » 1, which is also interesting
by reason of the fact that the problem possesses
an exact solution. From (22), (23) and (25) we obtain the following equation
(26)

(20)

Therefore, omitting terms of order ( Wk- w0 )/w 0
~ ( w 0 r)- 1 « 1, the relation (17) can also be rewritten in the form of a law of conservation of the
number of particles (photons and excited molecules):

2n+N-=l11

n= ~n,..

By keeping (14)-(21) in mind, it is not difficult
to find equations for the operators of overpopulation N_ and the total number of photons n. For
example, we obtain the following set of equations
for nk:

n,.·+ (2n- 1 )n,. + 2T~2 (ro,.- ro

2T02

1

0 ) 2 (n,.-

the solution of which has the following form for the
given initial condition nk ( 0) = nk ( 0) = 0:
4N2°

J,.)
(22)

Q,.

nh(t) = ---sin2 - t ,
To2Qh2

2

N_D
Qk2 = (rok -roo) 2 -

(21)

k
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(27)

--.

To2

Summing nk in (27) over all k, we find the law
for the change of the total number of photons with
time:
tl.:

n(t) = ~ nk(t) = N2°WT ~ ! 0(x)dx,

N-0 < 0.

(28)

k

If N~ > 0, then the argument x of the Bessel
function of zero order J 0 ( x) is replaced in (28)

by the purely imaginary quantity ix.
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Close to the initial instant w01 « t « T, Eq.
(28) coincides with the ordinary perturbation
theory. [5] This means that at the beginning of the
process, the molecules radiate spontaneously as
independent objects. For T « t and a negative
overpopulation that is large in modulus I N~ I
» N~WT, the total number of photons (28) tends
to the equilibrium value:
(29)
while the oscillation of the number of photons in
the individual mode nk has always a harmonic
character (27).
The asymptotic behavior n ( t) for T « t and
a large negative overpopulation N~ » Ngwr has
the form
n(t) = N2°W't('tl2nt)'f,etl\

n(t) ~N-o.

(30)

At the same time, the asymptote nk ( t) in the
same region has another functional dependence on
t. This result is brought about by the collective
character of the radiation of resonant molecules
when T ~ t, and cannot be explained on the basis
of the canonical perturbation theory. [5]
Thus the correct account of all modes reflects
the power of radiation of the resonant molecules.
In the nonlinear region, and also upon the introduction of pumping and relaxation losses, the coupling
of the individual modes nk is not weakened, and
their simultaneous account is quite necessary.
This circumstance requires a critical consideration of the theoretical results obtained for the
electromagnetic oscillations in a quantum generator with account of only a single mode, if the conditions of the experiment admit the existence of a
large number of modes.
The solution of the usual balance equations [2]

n=

WN2(i + n)- WN 1n,

N2 = N2°- n,

written down for our model problem with the
initial condition n ( 0) = 0 and N2 ( 0) = N~, contradicts (28). Consequently, the balance equation,
which is essentially based on canonical perturbation theory, applicable to an individual molecule
in an external electromagnetic field, cannot describe the collective character of the radiation
processes of a system of resonant molecules.
If the overpopulation at the initial instant was
negative and Ngw r « IN~ I, W r « 1, then only
an insignificant number of molecules, given by
Eq. (29), subsequently luminesce, and the overwhelming majority continue to remain in the excited state. Naturally, the resulting equilibrium is

dynamic. If we now increase N~ adiabatically,
then the equilibrium density of photons in the
volume is increased in correspondence with the
change in N~. However, as only the negative
overpopulation N~ = Ng - N~ in such an adiabatic
increase reaches the region IN~ I ~ Ngwr, the
problem becomes nonlinear from a certain time
and Eq. (29) loses force.
We now determine the spectral composition of
the radiation (28), (29). Inasmuch as the function
n ( t) is aperiodic, the spectral decomposition of
the radiation energy in the variable Wk can easily
be determined from (28) by averaging nk ( t) over
the time: nk ( t) = n ( wk). The width of the spectral line in the variable wk is equal to 2/r. However, upon emission of radiation from the volume,
it is not Wk that is conserved but the frequency
w of oscillation of the vector potential (or of the
electric field intensity vector E = -Ale). In order
to determine the spectral composition of the radiation relation to the variable w, it is necessary to
establish the connection between wk and w. For
this purpose, we solve Eqs. (14) and (15) with the
initial condition nk ( 0) = 0 and N2 ( 0) = Ng « N,
which, upon account of (12), gives the following
expression for the mean field:
As (k, t)

= (4nc2hN2° I roo'to2 Q~t2 ) ''• (cos ro1t -

cos ro2t), (31)

w1, 2 = roo+ (roll -·roo± [ (ro,.- roo) 2 + 't-2]''•) I 2. (32)

The vector As ( k, t) lies in a plane perpendicular
to the vector k, while the radiation (31) is unpolarized. The coordinate dependence of the vector potential is determined by the expansion (6).
Thus, to each oscillation in the number of photons nk with a fixed wavelength (or Wk ), there
correspond two oscillations of the electric field
intensity vector with frequencies w1 and w2,
equal amplitudes but with phases differing by 7T.
Superposition of these two oscillations of the vector field intensity lead to beats, which appear in
the form of oscillations of the mean density of
photons nk/V, where nk is given in (27). In the
functional relation of Wk with w according to (32)
there are two branches; therefore, in the spectral
decomposition of the function n ( ""k) = nw in the
variable w, two symmetric maxima appear at the
points w = w0 - 1/ 2 r and w = w0 +
In order to
determine the distribution of radiation energy over
the variable w, it is necessary to multiply nw by
the density of energy states of a photon with given
w. As a result, the radiation energy d fBw in the
volume V, occurring in the frequency range dw,
is written in the form

%r.

diS = N2°W
(I)

2n

hroo

(ro-ro0 ) 2 +(2't)-2

dro.
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Consequently, in the adiabatic emission of radiation
from the volume a Lorentz shape will be observed
for the spectral line with width 1/ T. Here, the
intensity of radiation is a constant according to
Eq. (29).
In the nonlinear region, the problem of the
width of the spectral line is greatly complicated,
since the electromagnetic oscillations are no more
harmonic and each type of oscillations nk, which
is characterized by the parameter wf-_, depends
essentially on all the other oscillations with all
possible wk_, or wk.. However, the nonlinear problem yields an approximate solution in the special
case of a large positive initial overpopulation
N~ » N~Wr, when the intense (cascade) radiation
and the subsequent absorption of photons take
place over a time interval
't' ~

It -

mT I ~ T

I 2,

(t)

=

leff (t) nk

(t),

(33)

(33')
where T is the period of the functions n ( t) and
nk ( t) from (33), and jeff ( t) is a slowly changing
function of time in comparison with nk ( t ). The
function jeff ( t) determines the effective number
of modes nk in the volume at each instant of time
t:

Here t.wk = 2 I w~ax ( t) - w0 I is the effective
width of the spectral interval in the variable "-'k·
It is easy to prove (see [t] ) that ( w~ax ( t)
- w 0 ) 2r 2 « 1; therefore, one can set wk = w0 in
the function for nk ( t) (33) if necessary.
At a moment close to t = T/2, the number of
modes Yeff ( t) can differ insignificantly from
(33'); however the exact knowledge of the value of
Yeff ( t) is not obligatory, since it enters under the
logarithm in the determination of the width of the
spectral line, and the maximum of n ( t) does not
depend on Yeff at all. Therefore, in what follows,
we shall set t in the function for /'eff ( t) (33)
equal to T /2 and define
(T I 2)

=

.

VO·

3yo

n" + ~n" 2 + Q" 2n" =
2To2

2Nz0
--

(35)

'to2

with the initial condition nk ( 0) =ilk ( 0) = 0. If
No2
_ »Yo No2 and N_o > 0, then one can use Eq. (35)
over the entire time interval, because at the moment of time It - m T I ;S r, m = 0, 1, 2, ... , the
number of photons is small and quadrature over
nk of the terms in (35) is insignificant, while for
T «
It- mT I ::::: T/2, m = 0, 1, 2, ... , the values
(33) and (34) are correct.
We shall write the solution of Eq. (35) in the
form
lhx 2 sn2 (u, x)
)
nh(t)= 2 2 (
= fhcn 2 (u+K,x),
(36)
x sn u, x - 1
where
:l.Kt

t)-{N_ 0 W't'(Tj2Jtt;'l•
. for ,; ~ t :'(; T j2
r eff ( - N _0W,;
(,;j2rt (T- .t;)'1• for ,; ~ T - t ;:S; T j2 '

Veff

After this, the set of equations (22) and (23), with
account of (33), (34), reduces to a single equation:tl

m = 0, 1, 2, ... ,

where T is the period of oscillation of n ( t ).
The analysis of the start of the radiation (30)
leads to the conclusion that only a limited number
of modes nk take part in the process of cascade
radiation and absorption of photons. These can
easily be determined from the asymptotic expansion of n ( t) (30) and nk ( t) (27), which yield
n
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(34)

u=T'
2
~1
X=---.

~~- ~2

Here sn ( u, K ) and en ( u, K ) are the elliptic sine
and cosine, [s] T is the period of the function nk ( t ),
K is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind
and (3 1 > 0 and (32 < 0 are equal to
~~. 2 =

( -To2Qh 2 ± [ <o4Rh'

+ 16yoN2°]'/') I 2yo.

The maximum of the function nk ( t) is equal to
nk ( T /2 ) = f3t·
If N~2 » y 0 N~ and N~ < 0, then the solution of
(36) is identical with (27) for any t (nonlinear effects are negligibly small).
If N~2 » l'o N~ and N~ > 0, then in the region
that is linear in nk, at the beginning of the process, the solution (36) is also identical with (27),
and the total number of photons is given by Eq.
(28).
In the nonlinear region, T « t < T, the total
number of photons, according to (33)-(36), is
equal to n ( t) = y 0nk ( t ), while the maximum value
is achieved at t = T /2 and is equal to N~. Here
T is period of the function n ( t ), which is identical
with the period of nk ( t ), and is equal to
1' = 2• ln (4N-02 I voNz0 ).

In the linear region 0 < T - t :S T, close to
the instant t = T, the solution (36) goes over into
Eqs. (27) and (28) with replacement oft by T- t
in them. Thereafter, the process is again repeated. Consequently, there is an integral contril) Equation ( 35) is identical with the similar equation
from[ d if it is taken into account that nk = l (nkA + n_k,\),

,\

where nkA is the number of ohotons with a wave vector k and
polarization ± 1~, and 4y0 = y.
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bution of these regions, where (33) is inapplicable
the mean value over a period of the number of
photons
in the volume v is negligibly small, so
that one can set

n

_

1

T

n=-t~

'\'0

.

n(t)dt=

0

T

T~
0

2N_O
nh(t)dt= ln( 4N_02fvoNzo) · (37)

If we denote the quality factor of the resonator
by Q, then in the adiabatic emission of radiation
from the volume, the mean energy of radiation
averaged over a single period dE/dt emanating
from the volume per unit time is equal to
d[g
(J)o
2/i(oo2N- 0
0) •
- dt = -Q fS = QIn (4N- 0~72/-:--v-:ol\=-=-,2-::( 38)

In the determination of the spectral composition
of the radiation, (37) and (38), we note that in accord with (12) the frequency Wm on which the
Fourier component of the slowly changing function
Xsk ( t) depends, is connected with the frequency
w of the Fourier component of the vector potential
As ( k, t) by the relation w - w0 = u.;m. Therefore
the Fourier decomposition of the slowly changing
functions Xsk ( t) and nk ( t) determines the
scatter of the frequencies of the vector potential
near the fundamental frequency w0 • Expanding
en ( u + K, K ) in a Fourier series
en ( u

+ K'

in

oo

x) = - ___ ~
kK ~

(-

1) mqm+'l•
____

-~

1+ qZm+t
m=-oo

e-i(2m+t)nt/T

and averaging (36) over the time we get in place
of (37)

resolving power will show a single spectral line
of width given by Eq. (40).
As has been pointed out earlier, [t] the solution
of the present model problem can under certain
conditions be compared with experimental data on
the radiation of a quantum generator in the peak
regime. Here the width of the spectral line (40) is
in excellent agreement with the experimental results. [7]
In the general case, pumping and relaxation
processes can be taken into account by introducing
the corresponding phenomenological terms in Eqs.
(7)-(9) and assuming here that As, js, and N_ are
classical (or mean quantum -mechanical) quantities. Here we note that account of the radiation
damping of the excited state of the individual
molecules in the present model problem leads to
the appearance of an additional component Wjs on
the left hand side of Eq. (8) (see [4] ). Considering
the radiation damping as one of the possible relaxation processes which leads to a broadening of
the excited level of the molecule, we make the
generalization that the other relaxation processes,
which broaden the excited level of the molecule,
can also be taken into account by replacing the
component Wjs by the quantity ( 1/T2 ) js where
T 2 is the characteristic time of the relaxation
processes leading to the broadening of the excited
level of the molecule by an amount n/T 2 • Then in
place of (8), we get

J~ (k, t) + Ti2 Js (k, t) + (J)o2 j, (k,
-

_-

rr.K') '
(-K

K' = F

T

-

.t:rtCl'o"

(41)

t),

where As(k, t), s = 1, 2 are the Fourier components of the vector potential

where

q={\xp

ffio2

~--.1\_A.(k,

t)

c.; ,

x' ),

A.(x, t)=

V- v2- ~ (A (k, t)coskx+A (k, t)sinkx),
1

2

k

The component of the series (39) with index m
is proportional to the average over the period of
the energy of radiation frequency w == w0
+ (2m + 1 )7r /T, where T is the period of the function nk ( t ). It is not difficult to determine in (39)
the number m of the component which is half the
value of the fundamental term with m = 0. This
gives the following expression for the width
.6-w == 2 I"'-' - "'-'o I of the spectral line:
t.(J) =In 6/ m,

(40)

which is valid for ln ( 4N~2 ho N~) » 1.
Strictly speaking, the frequency region .6-w (40)
contains a large number of discrete lines with
frequencies w = w 0 + (2m + 1 )n /T, where m == 0,
± 1, ± 2, ... , and only apparatus with insufficient

and js (k, t) is the Fourier component of the
polarization current.
The second component of the left side of (41)
characterizes the relaxation losses which are due
both to spontaneous emission and to nonradiative
transitions of molecules from an excited level. By
the introduction of T 2 , as is evident, one can in
the same way take account of small deviations of
the energy levels of the two-level molecules from
exact resonance. In the latter case, the value of
n/T 2 has the physical meaning of the width of the
scattering of levels of the molecules near the
resonance value. In both cases, the parameter
1/T2 coincides numerically with the value of the
spectral line of the fluorescent molecules.
The losses of electromagnetic energy are easily
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taken into account phenomenologically in (7) by
introducing the "effective conductivity" of the
medium, which leads (according to the Maxwell
equations) to the following expression for the vector potential:
..
A, (k, t)

+ T1

1

.
A, (k, t)

+

wk 2

A, (k, t)

=

4ll'cj. (k, t), (42)

where T 1 is a phenomenological constant determined by the experiment. Usually it is expressed
in terms of the quality factor of the generator
T1 == Qlwk.
We take the pumping into account by the usual
method of balance relations, introducing another
experimental constant WP, which characterizes
the power of the pumping, namely:

iv_ =

WP (N- N _)- Wnr(/V + 1Y _)
(43)

2 "'
:
+1. -LJA.(k,tl.J.(k,tj,
~moe sk

where Wnr is the probability of nonradiative transition of the molecule from the second (upper) to
the first (lower) energy level, which, in the absence of a spread of levels, is equal to Wnr
== 1/T2 - W. The first component of the right hand
side of (43) describes the transition as a result of
pumping, the second, due to relaxation losses,
which are brought about by the nonradiative transitions of the molecules. The relaxation losses
by spontaneous radiation are retained in the last
component on the right hand side (43). The same
component takes into account the change in the
overpopulation as a result of coherent radiation
(absorption) of quanta, and also contains the losses
of coherent quanta as the result of absorption in
the walls and escape to the outside. Actually,
transition to the slowly changing functions by the
method of (12)-(21) transforms equation (43), for
a double mirror cavity with closed lateral walls,
to the following form:

d

.

-dt (N-/2 + n) = WpNt- (Wnr+ W}N2- n/Tt;

(44)
The relation (44), being multiplied by tiw 0, represents the equation of energy balance, in which
tiw ( N_/2 + n) is the total energy of the system.
Both (43) and (44) are valid for the case in which
the probability Wp of transition per unit time of
a molecule from the first energy level to the
third (auxiliary) as a result of the irradiation is
much less than the probability of nonradiative
transition from the third level to the second. In
the opposite case, it is necessary to consider the
system with three-level quantum objects.
If the resonant molecules are located in a
medium whose dielectric constant E (without
resonant molecules) differs significantly from
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unity, then Eqs. (41) and (42) are somewhat
changed. Inasmuch as in the given problem there
exists a narrow range of frequencies close to the
fundamental frequency w0 , then the dielectric
constant E of the medium (without resonant molecules) can be considered constant in this band of
frequencies. In such a case, the right side of Eq.
(41) is multiplied by E and the right side of (42)
is divided by E. Here, w~ == k 2c% and the
parameter T 02 will have the form
To- 2

=

2nc 3W /

wo2 VE''',

where W is the probability per unit time of spontaneous emission of a quantum of frequency w0
for a solitary molecule in a medium with dielectric permittivity E. The physical meaning of T 1 ,
T 2 , Wp. and Wn~ remains the same as before.
The sets of equations (41)-(43) are similar to
analogous equations suggested in a number of researches, [S-11] but the latter do not coincide with
the present set completely. Equations (41 )- (43)
describe electromagnetic oscillations in a resonant medium with account of pumping and losses.
These equations bear a postulative character. The
basis of the introduction of the phenomenological
terms lies in the comparison of the results of the
solution with experimental data.
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